PROFESSIONAL TRAINING INSTITUTE
AND TEEN COUNCIL

ACTIVITY BOOK

PROFESSIONAL TRAINING INSTITUTE
Milwaukee Rep’s Professional Training Institute (PTI) is a portal to professional theater for high school
students interested in performance. Through exposure to professional artists on, behind, and beyond
Milwaukee Rep’s stages, this ensemble of performers will prepare for a career in theater. Students will
gather nine times over the course of an academic year to develop their talent and knowledge in the field
of performance including workshops on acting techniques, text analysis, and the business of theater. Their
work will culminate in a professional paid rehearsal process on a capstone production on Milwaukee Rep’s
Stiemke stage.

For more details about PTI and the application process, please check out our website
(https://www.milwaukeerep.com/engage-learn/training/professional-training-institute/)
or email Jeff Mosser, Associate Director of Education at jmosser@milwaukeerep.com.

PROFESSIONAL TRAINING INSTITUTE ENSEMBLE 2019/20
DO YOU SEE YOURSELF IN A FUTURE ENSEMBLE?
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You!
Working with
these artists through
masterclasses and/or retreats has
allowed me to feel more connected to the art
form of theater and/or music. What I loved most about
the PTI masterclasses is the fact that they weren’t the
traditional “stand up, get feedback then sit down,” sort of
classes. These masterclasses taught us students the need for
connection to our art form and I feel that I achieved that connection
through PTI.

ENSEMBLE GAMES
The Performance Training Institute is an ensemble that works together for an entire year. The
collective training throughout the season helps them effectively collaborate during rehearsals and
performances. Consider ways in which you work best with a team. Try to apply those team building
skills in these activities.

SNAP, CLAP, STOMP, STOMP
Let’s Play! You’ll need at least four participants for this game. Gather everyone in a circle and assign
each of them a number, 1-4, until everyone in the circle has a number.
Now, establish a 4:4 rhythm! Each person speaks their numbers in rhythm around the circle (“1, 2,
3, 4”). Encourage everyone to keep a steady rhythm and speak their numbers loudly and clearly.
When the rhythm is established, replace the number 1 with a SNAP. (Number 1’s should no longer
say “1”, but snap instead). When counting up to four around the circle as a group, the other numbers
(2 through 4) should still say their original number.
Repeat by replacing the number 2 with a CLAP. (So the numbers “1” are “snapping” and “2” are
“clapping”, respectively, instead of speaking their numbers. Numbers 3 through 4 should continue
speaking their numbers.
Repeat by replacing the numbers 3 and 4 one at a time with a STOMP, until all numbers are
snapping, clapping, and stomping their numbers, rather than speaking their numbers.
Play around with tempo, volume, number order, vocal inflection, etc.

I’M GOING ON A TRIP!
Let’s Play! You need a least two people for this game, but more is better! Grab a group of friends or
family and stand in a circle.
Person A choses an object that begins with the letter “A” (“apple”) to complete the prompt, “I’m
going on a trip, and I’m bringing….(an apple)”.
Person B repeats what Person A has said, (“I’m going on a trip and I’m bringing an apple...”), and
then adds an object beginning with the letter “B” (“...and a banana”).
This continues around the circle, until the group has built and memorized an alphabetical list of
items they are bringing on their trip (“I’m going on a trip, and I’m bringing an apple, a banana, a
cactus, a dog…” etc.)
If anyone is having difficulty remembering the list of items, add pantomimed gestures to each word
to aid in memorization.

ENSEMBLE GAMES (CONTINUED)
SEVEN LINE STORIES
Let’s Play! Grab your family and friends for this game - either in person or in a group video chat! This
is a great game to do around the fire as you make s’mores. You can work with as little as two people
but more the merrier. As an ensemble, you will work together to create one story. Take turns each
taking one of the following seven lines until the story is finished.
The first person begins with “Once upon a time…”
It introduces us to what we are about to hear, and who we are about to meet.
Example: Once upon a time there was a knight!
The next person follows with “And every day…”
A pattern is being set. We can see the world laid out as it is currently.
Example: And every day she rode her horse up and down the kingdom.
The next person says “Until one day….”
The upset. Something that happens that takes our simple balance, and makes it unbalanced.
Example: Until one day she heard a piercing howl coming from over the mountains.
Followed by another person “And because of this…”
We see the ramifications of the upset action.
Example: And because of this, she grabs her trusty sword and dashes off to find a dragon howling
because of a toothache!
“And because of this…”
We see more ramifications of the ramifications!
Example: And because of this, she grabs her sword and with all her might she jiggles the tooth!
“Careful not to eat me!” she cries.
“Until finally…”
We see how the change has brought about a new balance.
Example: Until finally the tooth pops out and the dragon lets out a large hot sigh of relief.
“And ever since then…”
Our world is now stable again, and we can see the new order of things.
Example: And ever since then knights have given their swords to dragons as toothpicks!

TEEN COUNCIL
Leadership For Teens, By Teens
Teen Council is a leadership program for high school students to learn about theater, and be
directly involved in decision-making with Milwaukee Rep. Through a leadership board, members
plan programs for other teens, participate in events, advocate for arts education, gain professional
development, volunteer, and develop the necessary skills for college and future careers.
Milwaukee Rep’s Teen Council Leadership Program is an organization for teens, by teens. Supported
by the resources of Milwaukee Rep, our Teen Council’s student-driven opportunities have included:
organizing fundraisers, engaging fellow councils from across the country, representing youth voice
at national theater conferences, and advocating for the arts before members of the state legislature
– all of which happens while learning how to collaborate and engage with one another. This program
is meant to develop:
+ College Readiness
+ Community Engagement & Volunteerism
+ Theater Advocacy & Career Preparation
In addition to planning a variety of student-driven events, Council members also have VIP access
to Milwaukee Rep, including access to $10 tickets to Rep productions and meet-and-greets with
artists!
If you’d like more information on this program or to fill out an application, please visit our
website at: https://www.milwaukeerep.com/engage-learn/training/teen-council/

DRAMATHON
Teen Council’s major fundraising event of the
Season is the annual Dramathon! Held in a
Milwaukee Rep rehearsal hall, this lock-in event
requires students to read plays, scenes, and
monologues for 24 hours straight. Participants
are encouraged to collect pledges from friends,
family, and community members to support the
time, effort, and energy they dedicate to this
intense event!
Don’t let the pandemic get you down! Video
chat your friends and begin your own play
reading group! Grab the popcorn and take
turns reading a few of your favorites.

HIDDEN PICTURES
Let’s play! Can you find the list of objects hidden in the image below? Color and find out!
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